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people are social beings.
And while the social fabric has
been torn down, and you can't
be a normal social person,
you have been more focused
on yourself
- Rod Little,
CEO, Edgewell Personal Care

Almost twelve months ago, the world got its first COVID-19 case.
Since then, it has recorded over 108,683,531 cases, with some 2,391,714
deaths, and many more lives affected by the uncertainty brought by the
pandemic. It took quite a long for people to adjust to the new normal:
working from home, managing child care, worrying about older family
members, and wondering what comes next.
This pandemic also made people go inward rather than outward, and
it allowed us to be caring for others, by starting with ourselves.
sources: https://www.voanews.com/covid-19-pandemic/pandemic-eras-isolation-meaning-self-care-evolves
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Learning new skills
92% of the more than 1,100 people
who were surveyed are learning
or have learned a new skill during
the pandemic
57% of respondents learned new skills for
their own personal fulfillment
while 30% are looking for a career change

In mid-April, when much of the world was shielding from coronavirus in
lockdown, Google searches for terms like ‘online courses’ and ‘free
online courses’ reached a historic high. LinkedIn reported that in the first
week of April, people watched 1.7 million hours of video content on
LinkedIn Learning compared to 560,000 hours in the first week of January.
The internet has certainly made it easier to take courses, watch tutorials
and ask questions — effectively bringing the classroom to where you
happen to be.
sources: https://www.commercialcafe.com/blog/survey-92-percent-learned-new-skills-during-quarantine/
https://www.forbes.com/sites/nigeldavies/2020/08/27/the-coronavirus-fueled-trend-for-learning-new-skills-is-more-than-fleeting/?sh=54e77cf21fab
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Learning new skills
52%

Cooking & Baking

31%

Arts & Crafts

26%

Yoga & Meditation

21%

New Language
Music & Instrument

16%

New skills learned during pandemic

There has been a major shift in investing time for yourself during the
pandemic. People were getting out of their comfort zones and trying
out new things. These skills can not only be a part of your resume, but
they gave people a feeling of appreciation. As anyone learns a new
skill, they feel proud of themselves and are rewarded with joyfulness
and happiness.
While the pandemic forced everyone to stay in their homes, many people
took advantage of this and bagged a new skill. The skills were more than
just cooking, baking, and reading, these actions were about taking care
of your yourself and making the best out of the bad times.
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being conscious
The act of self-care is how you are
responsible to have yourself
properly taken care of, by
differentiating your needs and
wants and actually getting what
you need
If there is any positive coming out of the pits of the coronavirus
pandemic, it is likely to be increased attention to one’s health
and wellness. The global pandemic, which has impacted every
aspect of life universally and shaken people to their core, has
also managed to bring a plentiful of consciousness on personal
health and wellbeing to the vanguard of human notice.
Well in recent days, consciousness is more than about personal
health and wellbeing. People are becoming more aware of the
things they buy, the movies they watch, and the conversations
they have. These are small acts that affect the emotional status
of an individual.
sources: https://medium.com/@pujimaharani/things-i-learned-about-self-care-after-six-months-of-covid-19-pandemic-part-1-39308ed4ba34
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being conscious
Gym closures haven’t held people
back from being active; daily
exercise minutes have increased 43%
New COVID-19 routines have helped
people get more sleep each night
with sleep minutes up 20%
Food logs have increased 49%,
showing that people are more
aware of what they’are eating
and are taking the time to log
their meals
These acts are have shown some big positive change to the climate,
sustainability, and consumerism.
sources: https://www.businesswire.com/news/home/20200730005304/en/COVID-19-Moves-People-to-Focus-on-Their-Personal-Health
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nurturing feelings
Self-isolation have made people
connect emotionally to their
inanimate objects, pets,
and plants

As our lives changed during the pandemic, and as we distanced apart
from our loved ones, people started seeking companionship from
objects, pets, and plants. Seeking companionship was a good thing for
us, as it made us believe that we are not alone in this.
People started painting flower pots, making their clothes, coming up
with their zoom background, and much more. While these may be the
connection with inanimate objects. We were also emotionally involved
with our pets and plants. As we were isolated from the outside world,
people started naming their plants and nurtured feelings for them.

sources: https://www.inquirer.com/real-estate/gardening/houseplant-coronavirus-pandemic-buying-demand-20200929.html
https://www.courierpress.com/story/news/2020/08/23/tri-state-people-finding-comfort-and-community-during-covid-19-plants/5556924002/
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nurturing feelings
About 33% of Americans have
considered getting a pet now
that social distancing is
the norm.
disagree (13%)

My animal helps me cope
emotionally with the pandemic

agree (87%)
As people remain stuck at home, the demand for adopting or fostering
pets, particularly dogs, has risen worldwide, from Canada to India.
While the health benefits of having a pet are well known—from lowering
blood pressure to reducing stress, people these days are also being
emotionally involved with their pets.
sources: https://www.nationalgeographic.com/animals/2021/02/pets-are-helping-us-cope-during-the-pandemic/
https://www.cnbc.com/2020/08/10/many-americans-have-adopted-pets-amid-covid-19-but-beware-the-costs.html
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Being kind to one's self feels
especially important during the
pandemic, where every aspect of
human life has been impacted and
there is little control over what's
next. That level of uncertainty is
unnerving and further depletes
already limited energy levels.
- Dr. Vaile Wright,
senior director, American Psychological Association
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